


A LETTER FROM OUR OWNER

Hi... Eric here.

I am the owner and founder of CreditNerds.com. It is with great pleasure and a deep sense of

purpose that I extend my warmest welcome to you as you embark on your journey towards credit

repair and financial empowerment.

Since our humble beginnings in 2008, our mission at CreditNerds.com has been clear: to assist

individuals like you in improving their credit and ultimately creating a better life. I understand the

challenges you may face, and I assure you that you are not alone in this endeavor.

As you dive into our DIY credit repair guide, you may encounter tactics and strategies that seem

intricate or even daunting. I want to encourage you to stay positive and resolute. Remember that

every step you take towards better credit brings you one step closer to your financial goals. You

have the power to reshape your financial future, and our team is here to provide you with guidance,

support, and expertise every step of the way.

Please know that our commitment to your success is unwavering. 

We genuinely care about your financial well-being, and we are here to

assist you in any way we can. If you have questions, concerns, or simply

need a helping hand, do not hesitate to reach out to us at

www.CreditNerds.com, where our dedicated team is ready to assist you.

Your journey may have its challenges, but with determination, a positive

attitude, and the support of CreditNerds.com, you are well on your way to

achieving the credit and financial freedom you deserve. 

Thank you for choosing CreditNerds.com & together, we will pave the way

to a brighter financial future.

Sincerely,

Eric Counts, Owner

http://www.creditnerds.com/


IMPORTANT RESOURCES
In order to get the absolute best results during this process, you are going to need some super

valuable resources. These are the exact same tools and services we use here at CreditNerds.

Credit Monitoring
The first thing you will need is a full 3B monitoring account. We do not recommend using

the “free” sites as they are missing very important data that you will find useful during your

disputes. Additionally, you want to be able to work on ALL 3 major credit bureaus. 

We recommend a $1 trial at www.CheckMy3Scores.com. 
You can click the link or scan the QR code above to set up your 

new account. This allows you to start improving your report with 

only $1 out of pocket. Keep in mind that we will suggest a 

different account later for long-term credit monitoring.

Print & Mail Supplies
During this process you are going to need to mail things. We HIGHLY RECOMMEND that you

DO NOT use online disputes. This can cause significant roadblocks in your results. You will

need to have paper, envelopes, and ID docs ready. The ID docs are used to prove your identity

with the bureaus and MUST be included in your disputes at all times.

Please Include at least TWO of these in ALL letters:

Driver’s License or State Issued ID with your correct address

Utility Bill (not cell phone) with your correct address

Bank Statement with your correct address

Social Security Card

Please keep in mind that if the addresses do not match on your ID Docs then the bureaus

may not accept them and will require you to re-submit. This slows down your progress and

is an overall pain in the rear end. 

BEFORE YOU GET  STARTED. . .

https://www.checkmy3scores.com/


ONE FINAL THOUGHT...

Fixing your credit on your own can be a bit tricky, and it's easy to make mistakes. If you ever feel

unsure or find the process confusing, it's a good idea to think about letting us take care of it right

from the start. We have a special way of doing things called "Pay For Delete." This means you only

pay us if we successfully remove something from your credit report. It's a fair way to make sure you

get results for your money.

When you work with us from the beginning, you avoid the mistakes many people make when they

try to fix their credit themselves. Fixing those mistakes later can be tough.

To make it simple for you to start working with us, we offer a trial monitoring account for just $1.

With this, we can look at your credit and make a plan just for you. It's a small cost that might save

you time, stress, and money later.

We're not trying to scare you away from fixing your credit on your own. We just want to make sure

you have all the facts to make the right choice. We're here to help, whether you want to do it

yourself or let us help you. Your financial well-being is really important to us, and we're here to

help you reach your credit and money goals.

If you're ready to start or have questions, please reach out to us at www.CreditNerds.com. We're

here to support you and make sure your credit repair journey goes well.

CREDIT REPAIR FUNDING DEBT RELIEF

http://www.creditnerds.com/




BATTLING THE BUREAUS
Welcome to the first round of our credit repair adventure! 

In this round, we'll be challenging the credit bureaus head-on. It's like a friendly

game of dispute chess. But here's the catch: for now, we're keeping the creditors on

the bench. If you send them a dispute letter in the first round, they'll often tell you to

go back to the bureaus first, which could slow down the whole process. 

Now remember, you shouldn’t LIE in these letters. The best bet is to ask questions.

Here's an example of how you can reword your disputes:

Collection Agency ABC #1234: This account is not mine and needs to be deleted

immediately from my credit report.

VS.
Collection Agency ABC #1234: This account is not familiar to me; I need this validated or

deleted from my credit report.

The second example cleverly shifts the burden of proof onto the bureaus and the

collection agency. Plus, it keeps you in the clear from making any false claims on

behalf of the consumers. Pretty smart, right? They don’t call us Nerds for ‘nuthin.

When you're gearing up for a dispute with the bureaus, it's vital to have a strong

reason and to target the right issues for investigation. Ensuring that your dispute

reasons are rock solid is crucial. These reasons will come in handy for future disputes

and can even be used as evidence in court if you decide to bring in an attorney.

Claiming "THIS ACCOUNT ISN'T MINE" when you aren’t entirely certain is a bad idea

as you don't want to be caught up in a game of fraud.

So, gear up for Round 1, stay strategic, and remember, it's all about leveling up!

ROUND ONE. . .



Round One Continued...

When you're checking a credit report, keep an eye out for these areas. If something's

off, it gives you a legitimate reason to dispute the account. 

Name: Look for the name of the creditor. Sometimes, collection agencies forget to

include names on credit monitoring reports making it hard to verify the account.

Account Number: Ensure there's an account number listed and that it's not all

gibberish. Some reports scramble account numbers, making them unrecognizable.

Credit Limit: If the credit limit on a revolving account isn't there, it can mess up your

debt ratio and potentially hurt your credit scores. 

High Credit: This gives you a glimpse into the maximum amount you've borrowed on

an account. If there's no "High Credit" reported, it could cause issues.

Date Opened: If the "Date Opened" isn't there or seems incorrect, it can affect your

credit scores negatively. This would be a reason to dispute.

DLA (Date of Last Activity): This shows when the last payment was made. It's vital

because it affects the statute of limitations on the reported account. No DLA means

no proof it's reporting within the FCRA's timeframes.

Account Type: This tiny detail can pack a punch in your credit score. Collections

might show as "Charge Off" or "Default."

Balance: Balances can hurt your debt ratio and make it look like you're over the limit.

If you see an incorrect balance, make sure to make note of it.

Payment History: Check any late payments and decide if they need disputing. Pay

close attention to the payment history on charged-off accounts; they might have mis-

reported the date late which could cause damage to your report.



Date Reported: This part becomes super useful in later dispute rounds. It tells you if

an account got updated after a dispute, which can help you hold the bureaus

accountable. Make sure to keep track of your dispute dates along the way.

SOL (Statute of Limitations): Most credit reports don't mention this. It's the time an

account can stay on your credit report – 7 years from DLA for collections, 10 years or

more for public records. We included a chart for each state at the end of this guide.

If you don't have a specific reason to dispute or can't find inaccuracies, here's a

starting point that allows you to create a dispute without having to lie:

Collections: "Unknown/Please validate" or "Unknown company/Please validate"

Late Payments: "This doesn't seem right, please correct to 'paid as agreed”

Charge Off: "I disagree with the charge-off status, please verify or delete."

Bankruptcy: "The filing date doesn't seem correct, please correct or remove."

Tax Liens: "The balance doesn't seem right, needs verification or complete deletion."

Judgments: "The balance reported doesn't seem right, needs verify or delete."

Personal Data: "This is not mine and needs to be deleted."

Inquiries: "I don't recall authorizing this credit pull, please remove it."

Remember, these are just examples. We have included a full list of dispute reasons in

the downloadable tools at the end of this guide. Remember... if you need help, ask!



Round One Sample Letter:
[Date] 

[Bureau Name] 

[Bureau Address] 

To whom it may concern: 

I received a copy of my credit report and found several errors which I believe are

inaccurate and unverifiable. The accounts listed below are adversely affecting my

credit scores and costing me thousands of dollars a year. 

Here are the items that I have identified as inaccurate: 

Inaccurate personal information: [PersonalInformationAndDisputeInstructions]

Inaccurate Accounts: [ItemNameAccountInstructions] 

By the provisions of Section 611 of the Fair Credit and Reporting Act of 1970, I

demand these items be deleted from all current and future credit reports. Please

forward the names of any individuals and/or organizations you contacted so I may

follow up with them directly. I shall assume that 30 days constitutes a “reasonable

time” for investigation of these entries. 

By my interpretation of Section 611(a), it is understood that the failure to investigate

these items within 30 days constitutes a reason to promptly drop the information

from my credit report. 

[Your Legal Name] 

[Your Address]

SSN [CustomerSSN] 

DOB [CustomerDOB]

Be certain toBe certain to
include yourinclude your

ID Docs!!ID Docs!!



AND NOW...AND NOW...

WE WAIT!WE WAIT!



READING YOUR RESULTS
Now that you've submitted your disputes, it's time to settle in for a bit of a wait. You

can expect the results to arrive in about 30 days. This can seem like it takes FOREVER,

but be patient and DO NOT send in any additional info until they arrive.

While you're waiting, here's what you need to know:

1. Keep an Eye on Your Mailbox: The results from the credit bureaus may arrive in plain

white envelopes, so be sure to watch your mail closely. Sometimes, important

information comes in the simplest packages.

2. Beware of Emails: It's essential to stay vigilant and exercise caution when it comes

to emails from the bureaus. We advise you NOT to respond to any emails you may

receive from them. The real results will come in paper form by mail.

Now, let's dive into what these results mean:

- Verified: If an item on your credit report is marked as "Verified," it means that after

investigating your dispute, the credit bureau has confirmed the accuracy of the item.

- Updated: If an item is marked as "Updated," it means that the bureau has reviewed

your dispute and made changes to the information. This could include correcting errors

or updating outdated information. You will need to check if the item is still negative.

- Deleted: The best news you can receive is the "Deleted" status. This means that the

bureau has removed the disputed item from your credit report. It's like it was never

there, which can have a positive impact on your credit score.

Stay patient and persistent, and you'll see progress over time. And don’t forget that if

you have any questions or concerns about the results or the next steps in your credit

repair journey, feel free to reach out to us at www.CreditNerds.com. 

ROUND ONE. . .

http://www.creditnerds.com/


MEANWHILE...MEANWHILE...

READY FORREADY FOR
ROUND TWO?ROUND TWO?

YOUR CREDIT SCORES

Jan     Feb     Mar     Apr     May     Jun



METHOD OF VERIFICATION
Welcome to Round Two of your credit repair journey! In this round, we're going to dive

a bit deeper into the process by using what's called a "Method of Verification" (MOV)

request. This helps us gain clarity and resolve any lingering credit report inaccuracies.

When you disputed an item in Round One, the credit bureaus investigated it based on

your dispute claims. Sometimes, the outcome may not be exactly what you wanted. If

the item came back as “Verified” then you would obviously want to know HOW the item

was verified. Think about it like this... If someone was telling a rumor about you, you

would want to know WHERE they heard it so you could get to the bottom of it, right?

Well... Same thing applies here. 

In Round Two, we go a step further by requesting the Method of Verification.

What Does the MOV Request Involve?
Request for Proof: In the MOV request, we ask the credit bureaus to provide

evidence of how they verified the disputed item's accuracy. This could include

details on the process they followed and the documents they used.

Transparency: The MOV request is all about transparency. It gives you the

opportunity to see exactly how the bureaus reached their conclusions regarding the

disputed item.

Why is the MOV Request Important?
Clarification: Sometimes, the initial investigation by the bureaus may leave

questions unanswered. The MOV request aims to fill in those gaps and provide a

clear picture of why the disputed item was not deleted or updated.

Next Steps: The information obtained through the MOV request can guide our

strategy for further disputes. It helps us understand if there were any gaps or

inconsistencies in the bureau's verification process that we can leverage in

subsequent rounds.

ROUND TWO. . .



MOV SAMPLE LETTER
Dear Sir/Madam,

I am writing to request the method of verification for certain items on my credit report,

as allowed under the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA), Section 611(a)(6)(B). I recently

disputed the accuracy of specific information appearing on my credit report, and I

received a response from your agency that reaffirmed the accuracy of the items.

I understand that as part of the dispute resolution process, I have the right to request

the method of verification used by your agency to reach this conclusion. My dispute

reference number is [Include Your Dispute Reference Number, If Applicable].

Please provide me with a detailed description of the method of verification employed

by your agency to verify the accuracy of the disputed items on my credit report. This

includes:

The specific actions taken by your agency to verify the accuracy of the information.1.

The name and contact information of any entities or individuals contacted during

the verification process.

2.

Copies of any documents or records relied upon during the verification process.3.

A clear explanation of how the verification process confirmed the accuracy of the

disputed items.

4.

I am making this request to gain a comprehensive understanding of the steps taken to

verify the disputed information, as well as to ensure compliance with the FCRA.

Please provide the requested information within 30 days from the date of this letter, as

stipulated by the FCRA, Section 611(a)(6)(B). If you are unable to provide the method of

verification within this timeframe, kindly inform me of the expected date of

completion.

I appreciate your prompt attention to this request, and I look forward to receiving the

method of verification information to help clarify the accuracy of the disputed items on

my credit report.

Thank you for your assistance in resolving this matter.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]



WHAT TO EXPECT AFTER MOV
After sending the MOV request, you'll need to wait for a response from the credit

bureaus, just like in Round One. Although the law says they must respond within 15

days, we recommend waiting the typical 30 to 45 days for a response. 

Keep an eye on your mailbox for their response.

Round Two Results:
Once you receive their response, you'll want to review it carefully. The outcome can

vary, just like in Round One:

Verified: If the bureau reaffirms the accuracy of the item with solid evidence, it may

be marked as "Verified" again.

Updated: They might acknowledge inaccuracies and make updates to the item.

Deleted: In some cases, the item could be removed altogether if the bureau fails to

provide satisfactory verification details.

Remember, credit repair is often a gradual process, and each round takes us one step

closer to your credit goals. If you have any questions about the MOV request or

anything else related to your credit repair journey, don't hesitate to reach out to us at

www.CreditNerds.com. We're here to guide you every step of the way!

CREDIT REPAIR FUNDING DEBT RELIEF

http://www.creditnerds.com/
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THIS ISTHIS IS
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TRICKY!TRICKY!



DIRECT TO FURNISHER LETTERS
Congratulations on making it to Round Three of your credit repair journey! 

Things are about to get a bit more complex, but don't worry; we're here to guide you

through it. In this round, we'll be taking our dispute efforts directly to the source – the

furnishers. The term "furnisher" refers to the business or entity that originally reported

the item to your credit report.

Why Contact the Furnisher?
At this stage, we're stepping up our game by using different tactics tailored to the

types of items on your credit report. 

Here's a brief overview:
Debt Validation for Collections: For accounts in collections, we'll initiate a debt

validation process. This involves requesting that the collection agency provides

evidence that the debt is valid, accurate, and within the legal rights of collection. If

they can't validate it, the item may be removed.

FACTA 312 Request for Original Creditors: If you're dealing with items from original

creditors (the companies you initially owed money to), we'll use a FACTA 312

request. This request seeks information about the original debt, such as account

statements and contract details. This helps us determine if there are any

discrepancies that can be corrected or if the item can be removed.

Courthouse Verification Request for Public Records: For public records such as

bankruptcies, judgments, or tax liens, we'll employ a courthouse verification

request. This involves contacting the relevant courthouse or government agency to

verify the accuracy and completeness of the public record. If there are any errors,

we can work on getting them corrected.

Lets go over each of these processes in detail so you can know what to send.



DEBT VAL. FOR COLLECTIONS
Collections can be a source of confusion and misinformation in the world of credit

repair. In this section, we'll address some common myths about collections and set the

record straight. Remember, knowledge is your most valuable weapon.

Myth 1: A Written Contract with a Collection Agency is Required for Reporting
One widespread misconception is that a collection agency must have a written contract

with you to report the debt on your credit report. In reality, the original contract you

had with the original creditor contains verbiage allowing them to send your accounts to

collections in the event of non-payment. When you signed that initial agreement, you

effectively granted them the authority to involve collection agencies if necessary. So,

yes, collections can be reported even without a separate written agreement with the

collection agency.

Myth 2: Medical Collections Can't Be Reported Due to HIPAA Violations
Another common myth pertains to medical collections, with some believing that they

can't be reported due to HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act)

violations. This is not accurate. HIPAA allows for the sharing of certain medical

information for "legitimate business purposes, including collection of a debt." When

medical bills are not paid, the healthcare provider may legally transfer the debt to a

collection agency for recovery. Therefore, medical collections can indeed appear on

your credit report.

To get accurate and up-to-date information on handling collections and other credit-

related matters, consider following CreditNerds on TikTok and exploring our resources.

We provide valuable insights, tips, and strategies to improve your credit.

So now that we understand a little more about how collections can affect you, let's

take a look at the structure of the Debt Validation Letter. This letter is valid under the

FDCPA Section 809 - Validation of debts. This section allows you to make a collection

agency prove that you are the correct person, that the debt is 100% valid, and that they

are legally allowed to collect it. You will send this letter to EACH collection agency

separately. We recommend these be sent certified mail and to keep the receipts.

https://www.tiktok.com/@creditnerds


SAMPLE DEBT VAL. LETTER
Dear [RecipientName], 

I have recently found a collection from you on my credit report. Under my rights under

the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act I am requesting that you validate the alleged

debt. I am unaware of any outstanding debts from the [Original Creditor].

Provide breakdown of fees including any collection costs and charges.

Provide validation from the original creditor showing the accuracy of this item.

Provide a copy of my signature with any original creditor.

Provide a copy of your license to collect in this state. 

Cease any credit bureau reporting until the debt has been validated. 

Please send this information to my address listed below and accept this letter as my

formal debt validation request, which I am allowed under the FDCPA. Please note that

withholding the information you received from any provider in an attempt to be

compliant can be a violation of the FDCPA because you will be deceiving me after my

written request. I request full documentation of what you received from the provider of

service in connection with this alleged debt. 

Additionally, any reporting of this debt to the credit bureaus prior to allowing me to

validate it may be a violation of the Fair Credit Reporting Act, which can allow me to

seek damages from a collection agent. 

I will await your reply with above requested proof. Upon receiving it, I will correspond

back by certified mail. Also while this account is in dispute I am requesting a Limited

Cease and Desist on contacting me by phone. Sending written requests or

communication to address listed below is a very appropriate way to communicate until

we get this issue resolved. 

Sincerely, 

[Your Name] 

[Your Address] 

SSN [CustomerSSN] 

DOB [CustomerDOB]

Be certain toBe certain to
include yourinclude your

ID Docs!!ID Docs!!



FACTA FOR ORIGINAL CREDITOR
Original creditor items like credit cards, mortgages, auto loans, and more, can also be a

source of confusion and misinformation in the realm of credit repair. Let's dive into

some common myths about original creditor accounts and set the record straight.

Myth 1: Paying Off an Old Debt Resets the Seven-Year Clock
One prevalent misconception is that paying off an old debt, whether it's a credit card,

mortgage, or auto loan, resets the seven-year clock for how long it can appear on your

credit report. In reality, the clock starts ticking from the date of the original

delinquency, which led to the account becoming negative. Paying it off doesn't change

that date. So, even after you pay off the debt, it can still appear on your report for up to

seven years from that original delinquency date.

Myth 2: Settling an Account is the Same as Paying in Full
Another common myth is the belief that settling an account for less than the full

amount owed is the same as paying it in full and will result in the same positive impact

on your credit. The truth is, while settling an account can resolve the debt, it may still

leave a negative mark on your report, often showing as "Settled" or "Paid, Settled."

Closing Credit Card Accounts Improves Your Credit: Closing credit card accounts,

especially older ones, can sometimes harm your credit score. It can reduce your

available credit, potentially impacting your credit utilization ratio.

You Can't Remove Negative Items from Original Creditors: Just like collections,

negative items from original creditors can often be removed from your credit report

through proper dispute and negotiation methods.

Mortgage and Auto Loan Delinquencies Are Irreparable: While mortgage and auto

loan delinquencies are serious, they are not necessarily permanent. With

responsible credit management and patience, you can work towards rebuilding your

credit.

Late Payments Automatically Update to "On Time": Late payments remain on your

credit report as a historical record, even if your account becomes current. They

don't automatically change to "On Time."

So lets take a look at the FACTA letter and see if it’s a good fit for your item.



SAMPLE FACTA 312 LETTER
Dear Sir/Madam,

I am writing to request specific information regarding an account associated with your

institution, as allowed under the provisions of the Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions

Act (FACTA), Section 312. I believe that accurate and complete information about this

account is crucial for my credit repair efforts.

Please consider this letter as an official request for the following information:

Account Statements: copies of all account statements related to this account,

covering the entire account history from the date of inception to the present date.

1.

Account Agreement: copy of the original account agreement or contract signed at

the time the account was opened. This includes any terms and conditions

associated with the account.

2.

Payment History: A detailed payment history for this account, including dates and

amounts of all payments, any late payments, and any penalties or fees assessed.

3.

Proof of Ownership: I request proof of ownership of this debt, including

documentation demonstrating your institution's legal authority to collect and

report this debt on my credit report.

4.

Charge-off Documentation: If applicable, I request documentation explaining the

charge-off status of this account including any related details.

5.

Any Correspondence: Copies of any written correspondence related to this account,

including letters, notices, or communications sent to me.

6.

I am making this request to gain a comprehensive understanding of the account's

history and to ensure compliance with the FACTA, Section 312. Please provide the

requested information within 30 days from the date of this letter, as stipulated by the

FACTA. If you are unable to provide the requested information within this timeframe,

please inform me of the expected date of completion.

Thank you for your prompt attention to this request. I look forward to receiving the

requested information in a timely manner.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]



COURTHOUSE REQUESTS
When requesting information from courthouses, you want to be sure once again to NOT

LIE in your letters. It makes no sense to tell the courthouse you never filed bankruptcy

if you did in fact file a bankruptcy... so just don’t. Additionally, you want to remember

that the courthouse is not your enemy in this battle. You want to be calm, kind, and

pleasant. You’re asking them for HELP!

Dear Sir/Madam,

I hope this letter finds you well. I am writing to request verification of a public record

item that has been reported on my credit report. The credit bureaus have informed me

that they contacted the source of the information to validate it. However, I believe it is

essential to reach out directly to the courthouse to ensure accuracy and completeness.

The public record item in question is as follows:

Type of Public Record: [Specify the type, e.g., Judgment, Bankruptcy, Tax Lien]

Case Number: [Provide the case number, if available]

Date Filed: [Include the date of filing]

Details: [Briefly describe the nature of the public record]

I understand that the credit bureaus have a responsibility to verify the accuracy of

information on my credit report. However, I believe that contacting the courthouse

directly is the most reliable method to ensure the validity of this public record item.

I kindly request that you verify the accuracy of the information related to this public

record item. This includes confirming the details of the case, the date filed, and any

other relevant information. 

Additionally, if there have been any updates, corrections, or changes to this public

record, I would appreciate having that information as well.

I value your cooperation and assistance in this matter and look forward to receiving

your response. Thank you for your prompt attention to this request.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]



ALERT!ALERT!
THIS ISTHIS IS
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MOVING FORWARD FROM HERE
Congratulations on completing this comprehensive credit repair guide! By now, you've

gained a solid understanding of the credit repair process, debunked myths, and learned

valuable strategies to challenge inaccuracies on your credit report.

But here's the reality: As you progress through the credit repair journey, you'll

encounter unique challenges and correspondence from creditors, collection agencies,

and the credit bureaus that can't always be addressed with canned responses. It's the

point in your journey where customization and careful scrutiny become essential.

Digging Deeper for Discrepancies and Violations:
From this point forward, it's crucial to thoroughly review any correspondence you

receive from creditors and collection agencies. Look for discrepancies, inaccuracies, or

potential violations of consumer protection laws that can be leveraged to your

advantage. The more detailed and specific your responses, the better your chances of

achieving the results you desire.

Connecting with a Consumer Protection Attorney:
In many cases, the final step of the credit repair journey involves connecting with a

Consumer Protection Attorney. These legal professionals specialize in protecting your

rights as a consumer and ensuring that creditors and collection agencies adhere to the

law. If we identify violations during the process, rest assured that we will connect you

directly with a trusted Consumer Protection Attorney at no cost to you.

No More Step-By-Step Instructions:
While there are no more step-by-step instructions to follow, we've equipped you with

the knowledge and tools needed to navigate the remainder of your credit repair journey

with confidence.

Bonus Content and Resources:
To further support your efforts, we've included a wealth of bonus content available for

download. This bonus material includes dozens of additional dispute letters and tactics,

links to applicable laws, and valuable information about the dispute process. It's your

treasure trove of resources to help you tackle any challenges that come your way.



PLEASE...PLEASE...
SHARE THE GUIDESHARE THE GUIDE

AND GET THE TOOLSAND GET THE TOOLS
You can  use  th i s  QR Code  to

share  th i s  gu ide  wi th  anyone  who
needs  i t  and  to  download  the

bonus  content  fo r  f ree .  

And  i t  i s  REALLY f ree . . .
No  name,  emai l ,  phone  or  

c red i t  ca rd  in fo  needed .

We s incere ly  thank  you  fo r  ent rus t ing  us  wi th  your  c red i t  repa i r  journey .
I f  you 've  found  th i s  gu ide  va luable ,  we  k ind ly  ask  you  to  share  i t  w i th

anyone  who  might  benef i t  f rom i t .  We ' re  here  to  empower  ind iv idua ls  to
take  cont ro l  o f  the i r  c red i t  and  f inanc ia l  fu tures .

Remember ,  you  a re  not  a lone  in  th i s  journey .  We are  here  to  suppor t  you
every  s tep  o f  the  way .  Cont inue  to  be  pers i s tent ,  s tay  in formed,  and  never

underes t imate  the  power  o f  knowledge  when  i t  comes  to  c red i t  repa i r .
Wish ing  you  success  and  a  b r ighter  f inanc ia l  fu ture  ahead!

or  www.Cred i tNerds . com/d iy

https://www.creditnerds.com/diy

